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“We design 24/7 command and control facilities for refining, manufacturing,
monitoring, and production operations. By integrating people, technology,
process, and specialized knowledge of relevant human factors, we create safer
operations through environments that offer greater Operator vigilance and
improved situational awareness.”

Ethylene Process Control Room Renovation - Design Rendering

“Our Fortune 100 clients recognize us as specialists in command & control rooms
and control buildings promoting vigilance and healthy 24/7 work environments.”
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“Integrating Architecture and
Human Factors.”
01 Overview
SLA’s specialized experience makes us uniquely qualified to
design Control facilities for the process control industry;
We integrate Architecture and Human Factors to create 24/7
environments that support better alertness, vigilance, and
improved Operator situational awareness;
SLA is experienced in creating designs for technical facilities such
as Visualization & Collaboration Centers, Offices, Laboratories,
and Maintenance / Warehouse Facilities within secured sites,
in both blast resistant and non-blast configurations;
SLA brings to the table decades of experience designing ISO
11064-compliant blast-resistant and safe-haven Control centers
structures compliant with API RP752 & RP753 mandates.

Global Mining Remote Collaboration Center - Design Rendering
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MAIN CONTROL BUILDING | Alberta Canada
Designed to reflect the regional culture of the area, the corporate
steel and glass feel were traded for wood, stone and concrete
resulting in a unique, comfortable, and stress-relieving Control Suite
and Office / Production facility for a major bitumen extraction facility.

“I have had the pleasure of working with Smith LaRock Architecture on 2 different occasions, first
to build our original Main Control Building and then, years later, to renovate the same building.
On both occasions I found their staff to be very knowledgeable and skilled, and the quality and
service we received was no different for the renovation than it was for the original building. They
conduct themselves as true professionals, delivering a quality design on schedule at a reasonable
cost. I look forward to working with them in the future, and highly recommend their services.”
Senior Engineer,
Major Oil sands Operation in Alberta, Canada
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02 Key Differentiators and Core Competencies
We apply a User-Centric design approach
that, much like an onion, adds layers of
functions strategically around the key central
control room monitoring functions, thereby
organizing the overall facility to ensure overall
functionality is achieved and the monitoring
processes are optimized.
We base our designs on ISO 11064:
Ergonomic Design of Control Centers,
EEUMA 201, and Industry Best Practices: SLA
applies knowledge of specialized ergonomics
and HSE best practices to all its designs.
Specialized and specific acoustical design
knowledge is applied to both passive
absorption and active masking for improved
communications between operators.
We work with your Console and furnishings
vendors to help ensure proper ergonomics
are achieved at the mission critical control
room as well as any daily workstations and

meeting facilities.
Our specialized control room lighting
knowledge helps create glare-free spaces
with a low contrast-ratio to help us provide
illumination levels and lighting types that
require minimal dilation and contraction of
the Operators eye muscles.
Control center best practices includes proper
HVAC Design and air distribution techniques
that do not allow distributed air to blow across
an Operators eyes; a key design performance
criteria for a 24/7 space.

Gulf Coast Refinery | Hurricane Ike Recovery
2008
South Texas, USA

After suffering a total loss of the interior space from the
storm resulting from the hurricane, Exxon sole-sourced
Smith LaRock‘s engagement to prepare the design
solution to help quell the million dollar per day financial
loss experienced with the Unit being off-line. Within
10 weeks after Hurricane Ike, the new control room was
up and running with expanded capability. The Design /
Construction team was awarded the Dick Townsend Coin
of Excellence for assistance in getting the Unit and overall
Refinery back into operation ahead of schedule.
Hurricane Ike - Sept 2008
Design / Construction - Oct. to Dec. 2008
Completion - Dec. 2008 (10 weeks)

Control Suite / Control Room layouts are
based on customized User-Defined needs,
adjacencies, and functionality. We look at
control room access, occupants, and create
space for necessary collaboration.
We have significant Overpressure Design
experience.
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TX | USA
Central Control Building
Designed as part of a larger new
“green-zone” campus for this east
Texas refinery, the new consolidated
Central Control Building was executed
as a Design-Build delivery method
working directly with the builder to
develop a cost effective and attractive
solution for the owner. Blast resistance
was implemented into the design.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11,300 gsf
Pre-manufactured Metal Building
Centralized Control Room
Training / Simulator Console
Administrative offices
DCS / IT server
Security access turnstiles

Click on Video Below:
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Blast Resistant | Safe Haven
Central Control Building - Gulf Coast
This building’s exterior has the charm of the old
South combined with its state of the art interior and
control systems.
The safe haven requirement presents a unique
design challenge met by providing redundant, deepbed filtration scrubbing units to provide clean air into
the building by filtering out toxic gases. The building is pressurized to keep unwanted toxic gases out of the building.
Precast concrete provides structural load bearing support for the roof as well as protecting the occupants in a blast resistant enclosure and
resist hurricane wind speeds up to 160 mph.

03 Specialized Design
SLA is uniquely qualified to design facilities for the process control industry, with
control buildings being our wheelhouse project type. By bringing our design
specialists together with our clients, we integrate Architecture and Human Factors
in a collaborative process to help find solutions to the physical and operational
challenges expressed, resulting in the development and design of safer and
more effective control centers.
At the request of these same clients, we are also experienced in providing the
design of other necessary facilities like Visualization / Collaboration Centers,
Offices, Laboratories, and Maintenance / Warehouse Facilities within these
secured sites, in both blast resistant and non-blast resistant configurations.
SLA doesn’t work in the commercial design market, although these structures
can be defined loosely as commercial buildings in industrial settings: this firm is
dedicated to and specializes in the design of facilities in support of our process
control clientele’s business practices.
CLICK ON VIDEO:
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BRIGHTNESS &
CONTRAST

LIGHTING

04 Human Factors

ACOUSTICS

COMFORT

Properly designed lighting
and spaces create a healthy
environment which promotes
alertness, vigilance and
cognitive performance.
Ultimately increasing safety
and reducing accidents.

Managing brightness &
contrast within the control
room itself is critical
for reducing eyestrain,
headaches, blurred vision,
and light sensitivity.

The goal of an acoustical
analysis is to determine if
sound attenuation is required
to achieve a specific and
desired sound reverberation
time.

Providing an efficient and
flexible ventilation system
for control centers is a key
item for operators and their
mission critical tasks.

IES - Illuminating Engineering
Society. The authority
for publishing design and
illumination standards.

Foot-candle - a unit of light, a
direct illumination light level.

Sabin - is a “calculated” unit of
measure for sound absorption.

Lumen - the energy of light from
a candle on a one sf area equals
one lumen.

RT60 - is the time it takes for
sound to decay by 60db.

ASHRAE - American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers.
IECC - International Energy
Conservation Code.

For control centers, what’s on the screen isn’t critical to us or the
way we design. What IS critical is creating the environment that
enables our stakeholders to view that data better, operate safer,
and with greater vigilance and less physiological impact.
What we know about how people work in these 24/7 environments,
can help improve their experience, coupled with their health and
welfare.
@ SLA, Control centers are task specific spaces which require
detailed attention to:
• Space planning and Interior layout
• Ergonomics
• Lighting
• Acoustics
• Interior Environment
Where does the money go?
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05 Design Capabilities
Our significant experience working exclusively with the
Process Control Industry, as well as Smith LaRock’s own
experiences in designing over forty such Control Centers
since 2002, plus a variety of related plant facilities, in both
blast and non-blast configurations within that period.

Coastal Refinery Wharf Control Building:
Smith LaRock was approached by a repeat client to provide architectural services for their new 24/7 control building located on their wharf
used for loading operations. The limitations for construction on top of the wharf posed difficulties with increased safety and security
measures. Therefore the building was designed to be prefabricated off-site a few miles upshore at a staging yard. Then the completed
structure would be hoisted by crane onto the one of the world’s largest barge and transported to the refinery. At this point the building
would be picked and placed at the final location on the wharf, and final utilities would be connected.
CLICK ON VIDEO BELOW:

Firm-Owner Michael Smith adds an additional five years
and over twenty five control building projects prior to
the formation of SLA. All these past experiences are
incorporated into the current designs we deliver and help
construct.
SLA maintains a Historic Cost database of our past projects
so we can develop accurate Opinions of Cost on our
projects.
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06 Design Tools
We have worked entirely in 3D CAD since 2005, becoming an earlyadopter of Autodesk RevitTM as our team’s primary 3D BIM (Building
Information Modeling) tool.
Architecturally, we also use SketchUp, Lumion 4, and other rendering
/ animation software to produce illustrative work. These tools help
us communicate the design very well to all parties involved in the
decision making process. Those parties can range from V.P.
of operations who are approving funding to operators,
admin staff, maintenance and janitorial personnel that
are working with the building day in, day out.
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07 Niche Markets
Generally, Smith LaRock views our service niche as several vertical markets
and users within the broader definition of Process Control including, but
not limited to:
• Oil and Gas Refineries
• Lubricants
• Chemicals / Petrochemicals
• Power Generation and
• Plastics
Distribution (Utilities)
• Manufacturing
• Nuclear Energy
• Pipeline Control Centers
• Fertilizers
• Water and Reclamation
Facilities
• 311 / 911 Emergency Operations
and Security Programs
• Mining and Metals
• Pulp and Paper
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Beyond the control room...
Laboratories | Maintenance and Repair Shops | Storage Warehouses &
Wickets | Multi-purpose | Security and Guard Houses | Change Houses
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Smith LaRock’s client required a new permanent residence facility be designed as
part of the new bitumen extraction plant. Looking for a competitive advantage and
aiming to create a better quality of life for its workers while on-shift. The residences
offer a strong attraction to the best workers and enhanced ability to recruit and
retain workers through the increased quality of life in a 12 in / 12 out reality.

CLICK ON VIDEO

Operations Residences

Beyond the control room...
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“…in regard to the great work you guys did for us in North Dakota at our Tioga
Gas Plant: impressive! It’s clearly the best control room we have in Hess!”
Dave W
http://www.hess.com/

...a few words
from our clients.

“Smith LaRock completed two grass roots projects for one of our California facilities.
One project was a centralized control room and the other was a 72,000 Sq Ft multicraft maintenance facility with offices. Both projects were designed thru IFC DWGs
and construction support for RFI during construction. Both projects exceeded our
expectations. Smith LaRock also completed a project for us at Salt Lake City where the
original Architect was not performing and needed to be replaced. I’ve worked with a
number of Architects, the unique difference with Smith LaRock is their ability to turn
rough concepts and ideas into a functional reality. I recommend their services and
would use them again without question. Service Category: Architect Year first hired:
2004 (hired more than once). Top Qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity”
Tom Chunat
http://www.tsocorp.com

“Ergon West Virginia, Inc. (petroleum products / chemicals) was under construction
with a remodeling effort of our Central Control Room. SLA was contacted to provide
some input as to the layout of the operator’s area. They were provided with a limited
scope and a very tight schedule. Given these constraints, what we received was a
very high level of input and details over a full range of interior design requirements.
This included furniture design options, room layouts, lighting recommendations,
acoustic considerations and HVAC improvements. The team provided by SLA
was very impressive in their wide range of skills and ability to pull a tremendous
amount of information together in a short time frame. We are very pleased with
the association we have had with SLA and would recommend them highly.”
Benjamin Jezovnik
http://www.ergon.com

“SLA is very knowledgeable in both theory and practice. SLA knew inside out
and worked alongside the construction as it progressed. SLA was willing to
work extra time to discuss and resolve various inquiries on this huge project.
Your rapid responses clearly clarified the issues, as you guys always have
done; it’s very impressive. I have been so fortunate to work with you guys!”
Pimarn Charnvarn
http://bantrel.com/
“I was also impressed with their responsiveness and adaptability to meet our
needs. Despite strict space, time and budget limitations, SLA incorporated
our personal preferences with design best practices. Their design and material
expertise, plus the 3D views they provided, helped us quickly zero in on
decisions. Given the cost of the building construction, we’ll have to live with this
for a long time. I’m confident with SLA’s guidance we made good decisions.”
Neil Stanton
http://www.ergon.com
“Our Centralized Control Building project has flown very well for us. The JBC and
SLA Team brings the best of both worlds for us: a local general contractor with strong
relationships with local subcontractors and a highly specialized A/E group that brings
us a wealth of experience in projects of this nature. We appreciate the very organized
process they have brought to us along with their willingness to listen to our concerns,
make changes rapidly, stay on schedule, stay on budget and meet our needs when
it comes to projects of this magnitude. It has been a pleasure working with their
team; we have numerous projects here and look forward to a future relationship.”
Senior Project Manager
Delek Refining Ltd
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“We design 24/7 command and control facilities for refining, manufacturing, monitoring,
and production operations.
By integrating people, technology, process, and
specialized knowledge of relevant human factors, we create safer operations through
environments that offer greater Operator vigilance and improved situational awareness.”
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